MAXIMIZING
ENTERPRISEONE WITH

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

We make JD Edwards work better for people and harder for business

Executive Summary
An enterprise resource planning (ERP) software application, such
as JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, is a complex system requiring expert
knowledge to properly maintain, manage, and optimize. At ERPOne Consulting, we have worked with clients across North America
since 2004 to elevate their EnterpriseOne systems.
We have recently incorporated our extensive EnterpriseOne
expertise into AUTOM8, a solution that enables automation of
EnterpriseOne maintenance and management tasks. AUTOM8
is a significant advancement in EnterpriseOne management for
organizations of any size.
This document provides detailed information about AUTOM8: how it
works, what it does, and how it can best fit into your support model.
With AUTOM8, organizations can now realize the benefits of an
industry-leading administration solution for EnterpriseOne without
having to invest significant time and resources internally.
AUTOM8 delivers on important business benefits, including:
• Peace of Mind - confidence that your system is continually
being monitored by AUTOM8, and that you will be notified of any
issues the instant they occur.
• Better Insight - eliminates guesswork as to what is going on in
your system. You will know exactly where your bottlenecks and
potential trouble spots are.
• Cost Savings - when compared to manually performed
EnterpriseOne maintenance, AUTOM8 delivers significant cost
savings.
We are truly excited by the new advantages that AUTOM8 provides
to organizations running JD Edwards. For further information,
please contact us at: info@erp-one.com or 1-888-308-ERP1.
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Introduction
Technology is an essential driver of growth
and competitive advantage for organizations
today. A barrage of new technologies every
year represents potential for game-changing
business innovations.
Organizations can struggle to capitalize on
these opportunities because heightened
security challenges and regulatory pressures
are stretching Information Technology (IT)
resources. IT teams are spending significant
time managing and updating legacy systems
and antiquated processes. Organizations
can’t find and keep the talent they need to do
all the work.
In this challenging environment, spending
scarce resources on an existing ERP platform
can seem like part of the problem, when it
should be an essential part of the solution.
ERP-One drives more value from ERP
systems to help organizations realize their full
potential.
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The Opportunity
Maximizing the Value of EnterpriseOne
As an organization running your key business functions on JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, you’ve
invested significant resources, such as time, money, and people, into your ERP system.
You need EnterpriseOne availability and performance. To achieve this, it is crucial to
incorporate an EnterpriseOne maintenance program, which includes proper schedule and
scope, into your daily IT operations.
Often, you are faced with one of three choices:

1
NOT DO IT. Some organizations
take this route either to avoid
spending resources or because
they are not aware of what proper
maintenance actually entails. This
is a risky choice because by not
maintaining your EnterpriseOne
system according to industry best
practices, you forgo the stability
and security that come with a
well-managed EnterpriseOne
environment. This choice will:
o Increase your exposure to
unplanned system outages,
impacting your business
negatively
o Put your organization at
risk of falling behind on
versions, which makes
future support more
difficult
o Acclimatize your business
to sub-optimal performance
from your ERP system.
Slow business processing
becomes the norm and
internal frustration with
EnterpriseOne builds, which
increases pressure on the
IT group to ‘fix it’.
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2
INVEST SIGNIFICANT
TIME AND RESOURCES
INTO ENTERPRISEONE
MAINTENANCE. This choice
ensures that your EnterpriseOne
systems receives the proper care
it deserves, but it comes at a cost.
Internal implications include:
o Taking valuable time away
from your resources, which
may be better spent on
other tasks
o Requiring your resources
to work scheduled afterhours shifts for checks/
maintenance
o Risking that your resources
become bored with the
redundant work, making
mistakes more likely
o Amplifying the cost burden
of your ERP system on your
budget
o If your team is not educated
on proper EnterpriseOne
maintenance best practices
and procedures, you
may be spending money
for the wrong work. It
is time-consuming and
complicated.
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ENTRUST THIS WORK TO A
PROVIDER SUCH AS ERP-ONE.
Customers of ERP-One JD Edwards
Managed Services experience
these benefits:
o The expert knowledge
applied by our consultants
is the best in the industry
o Scheduled maintenance
is performed to keep your
system running at its
greatest potential
o Maintenance is completed
without having to involve
anyone from your team.
We report on findings
and progress to keep
you informed, but we are
entrusted to complete these
important tasks as per the
contract scope, alleviating
this burden from your
resources.
o Budget certainty, as monthly
or annual spending tends to
be consistent throughout a
contract.

Managed Services as a Solution
For the past ten years, ERP-One has been delivering
JD Edwards Managed Services to customers of every
size, across numerous industries. Managed Services
has been a valuable solution for our customers
because we ensure a stable ERP platform they can
count on to support their business operations.
Our Managed Services practice has evolved in step
with the needs of our customers. What began as a
CNC solution has since expanded to include these
service areas: database (Oracle and SQL Server),
iSeries, EnterpriseOne security, and EnterpriseOne
functional.

Automating Managed Services
Over time, we realized that we needed to improve our
managed services offering in order to be scalable and
efficient. Our senior resources were spending precious
time on routine manual tasks. We needed to better
maximize the value for our clients.
We introduced scripting as a way to provide more
consistent and efficient managed services. Through
the use of scripts, we reduced the manual effort
required by our team to perform some of the
scheduled tasks.
But we still needed to do more, and AUTOM8 allows
us to do this.
We have recently redesigned our managed services
solution to include AUTOM8, a tool that enables
automation of EnterpriseOne maintenance and
management tasks.

We believe that AUTOM8 has
the potential to bring tangible
benefits to EnterpriseOne
customers looking for
the highest-value support
solution. AUTOM8 elevates
our CNC Managed Services
to a level not yet seen in the
industry to ensure that your
EnterpriseOne environment
is healthy, stable, secure, and
performing well.

We believe that AUTOM8 has the potential to bring
tangible benefits to EnterpriseOne customers
looking for the highest-value support solution.
AUTOM8 elevates our CNC Managed Services to a
level not yet seen in the industry to ensure that your
EnterpriseOne environment is healthy, stable, secure,
and performing well.

This document provides information on AUTOM8 and how it brings unsurpassed
value to EnterpriseOne customers.
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What AUTOM8 Does
Now that we’ve explored what RevSoft is capable of, let’s
examine how we’ve configured it via AUTOM8 to provide an
unsurpassed solution for EnterpriseOne.

Automated Managed Services Autom8
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Scheduled
Health
Checks
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Automatic Log
Filtering

Advanced E1
Scheduler

The Benefits of AUTOM8
AUTOM8 changes how EnterpriseOne systems are monitored and maintained. AUTOM8 can
provide benefits and ROI to your business.
BUSINESS BENEFITS
Peace of Mind. You don’t have to worry about the
status of your system.
Feel confident knowing that your system is continually
being watched by AUTOM8, and that you will be
notified of any issues the instant they occur.
Ensuring Best Practices
o maintenance
o uptime, performance
o streamlined notifications and escalations
Fast Application Performance. Caching provides
faster application load time for users, resulting in a
more seamless user experience

demonstrate the potential cost savings of AUTOM8:
Pre-AUTOM8, our client was spending $25,750 per
year on CNC maintenance. With AUTOM8, this client
can achieve the same scope of CNC maintenance for
$13,700. Savings rate achieved: 47%
In a second scenario, a company with a larger
EnterpriseOne environment was spending $45,200
per year on CNC maintenance. After implementing
AUTOM8, this maintenance cost was reduced to
$19,500, for a savings rate of 57%.

No more manual/user intervention required for
caching and Serialized Object Generation.

Increased Availability

Cache Management. AUTOM8’s new EnterpriseOne
pre-cache process ensures that large or frequently
used applications are always fresh in cache and have
Serialized Objects generated before users access them

AUTOM8 positively impacts important availability
ratios such as:

Better Insight. AUTOM8 eliminates guesswork as to
what is going on in your system.
You will know exactly where your bottlenecks are. You
will know where your potential trouble spots are.
AUTOM8 tracks and monitors all metrics critical to the
performance and stability of EnterpriseOne.

• Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF). A more
stable system is less susceptible to unplanned
outages. Key indicators are monitored
• Mean Time to Detect (MTTD) outages. Instant
notification ensures the fastest detection of
outages.
• Mean Time to Restore (MTTR) outages. Root
cause is easier to determine.

AUTOM8 is fully customizable; metrics can be added,
removed, or adjusted as per your requirements.
You choose how often AUTOM8 checks each of the
metrics. This configuration is dynamic and adjustable
at any time.
Operational Efficiency. AUTOM8’s log monitoring tool
can be used to perform log summarization.AUTOM8
provides a consolidated timeline view of your logs, and
allows filtering out of the unnecessary information.

Cost Savings. Common client scenarios clearly
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Continuous Improvement
Our close relationship with RevSoft development
allows us to be continually improving AUTOM8. As
AUTOM8 matures, the more tasks and processes we
automate, the more ideas we have for automation and
process simplification.
Process simplification defines ways that we can use
automation to simplify manual processes, whether it
be something as simple as setting up a new user or
something more in-depth such as stopping & starting
services for an outage. As an ERP-One Managed
Services customer, you will be able to take advantage
of our process simplification, whether it’s executed by
our consultants (saving you money, delivering results
faster, and minimizing outage times), or executed by
your staff.
Here are some items we are currently working on:
• Process simplification – we will be implementing
automation into our existing processes to reduce
outage time and support hours saving you time and
money.
• Automatic issue resolution – When Severity 1
issues are found (such as a stopped service),
AUTOM8 will attempt to rectify the issue before
generating a Severity 1 call-out saving you
downtime and money.

• Runtime Analyzer – when a functional process is
developed or changed, runtime analyzer will capture
the process to ensure all applications are included
in the security role.
• We are open to other enhancement suggestions and
actively welcome this input from our customers.

Future Features
ERP-One is continuing to develop AUTOM8
based on requirements from our client base.
Coming soon: AUTOM8 Runtime Analyzer
allows AUTOM8 to capture applications used
by your users, which can be used for input in
role security definition, EnterpriseOne Page
development and process mapping.
Best of all, AUTOM8 is fully scalable. As
illustrated in the cost savings examples
above, the more work you can give to
AUTOM8, the more money it will save you.

Our close relationship with RevSoft development allows us to be
continually improving AUTOM8.
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Summary

An enterprise resource planning (ERP) software
EnterpriseOne requires well-planned and diligent
maintenance. Customer resources/staff are scarce,
and your talented team is being pulled in many
directions; often maintenance and legacy system
support does not get priority.
Bringing AUTOM8 to your EnterpriseOne solution
provides you with increased capabilities to automate
many CNC tasks. This truly proactive model for
maintenance ensures that you receive: reduced
downtime, improved system performance, and use of
the most appropriate features for your environment.
We truly believe that AUTOM8 is a superior solution to
many others available, and we are proud to bring this
opportunity to both existing and future customers.
AUTOM8 is available as a stand-alone tool or as part
of ERP-One JD Edwards Managed Services.
Please contact us for more information or a demo of
AUTOM8.

Please contact us for more information or to schedule a demo of AUTOM8.
1-888-308-ERP1 | info@erp-one.com
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About ERP-One Consulting
Who We Are

ERP-One is a team of proven, senior ERP experts
dedicated to keeping your JD Edwards system
running smoothly and elevating its performance.
Specializing in EnterpriseOne and related software,
we complement and extend the abilities of your inhouse talent with our application and development
consulting, technical consulting, and managed
services.
As an organization, we believe in long-term
relationships and are deeply invested in the success
of our employees and our clients. We believe in
constant improvement too, so our services remain
flexible, reliable, and unmatched in the market.

Our History

ERP-One was founded in 2004 by three highly
experienced JD Edwards consultants who continue
to play an active role in managing the company
today. We are based in Calgary, Alberta, Canada with
locations throughout North America.
Year over year, we’ve increased our revenue and
profitability, expanded our service offerings,
and worked with greater numbers of clients – in
industries as diverse as utilities, manufacturing,
pharmaceuticals, and energy.
Our team has grown considerably too, and we believe
that our employee-based model contributes to our
success on each engagement. We only hire proven
experts, and have in-house JD Edwards technical
consulting resources based in North America.
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Projects Completed
EnterpriseOne
clients worldwide
Projects completed
worldwide
Active client projects

About ERP-One Consulting
What We Do

Each year, organizations face a myriad of new technologies to sift through, resource-draining security
challenges and regulatory pressures, and time-intensive support requirements. It’s challenging enough to simply
keep up – let alone find ways to unlock the potential within existing ERP systems.
As specialists in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, we help you navigate this shifting technological landscape on two
fronts – by ensuring the stability and security of your current ERP platform, and by customizing your system to
drive your business forward.

The Value of a Stable, Secure Platform

With 50–90% of a typical organization’s IT budget going to support existing systems, an inefficiently managed
ERP consumes time and money that could otherwise be spent on innovation.
We can help you restore this balance, creating a stable, secure platform optimized by our field-tested experts.
Serving as an extension of your team, our people stay up-to-date with advancements in the industry to provide
guidance you can depend on 24/7.
With a renewal rate exceeding 90%, we know our clients see the value of our expertise and support.

How We Support You

Extending the Power of your ERP

With the time and cost savings an efficient, stable, and secure system affords, you can focus on moving your
business forward. Our solutions team can help turn your business challenges into opportunities, enabling
growth in ways you may not have thought possible within your current system.
We can look at your system, learn about your goals, and help you find the right solution – with minimal
disruption to your day to day.
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About ERP-One Consulting
How We Drive Innovation
•
•
•

Customizing your ERP system to better fit your business needs
Integrating your systems to reduce workarounds and human error
Extending your ERP to mobile devices to empower your people

Our Qualifications and Certifications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified Oracle Gold Partner in good standing
Quest Gold Partner
Upgrade to the 9’s Certified by Oracle
Member of Oracle EnterpriseOne Technical Task Force
Certified Oracle CNC Specialists
Proprietary Running Right project management methodology

Why Work With Us?
We believe our people, our flexibility, and our values make us an outstanding partner for your business.
Our people – including our leadership – have deep technical knowledge and extensive experience in managing
and optimizing ERP platforms. Only proven experts will work with your business.
As an organization, we’re wired to be both nimble and flexible. We’ve carefully developed our processes to adapt
to your needs, so we can create a custom fit that works for you. We’re also highly responsive – our team moves
quickly to deliver action when you need it.
We value and invest in long-term relationships. We’re straight talkers and skilled communicators who take
the time to ensure we understand your expectations, then do our best to can exceed them.
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THE FUTURE OF AUTOMATED
MANAGED SERVICES

